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Abstract -As part of NASA’s Origins program, the Outer Planets / Solar Probe Project (formerly known as the Ice and Fire
Preprojects) was established in early 1998. This flight project
is composed of three challenging and exciting missions which
span the far reaches of the solar system. Europa Orbiter, with
a planned launch in November of 2003, will travel to Jupiter‘s
moon, Europa, in search of a subsurface liquid water ocean
which, if found, could provide a possible environment for the
evolution of extraterrestrial life. Pluto-Kuiper Express, with a
planned launch in December2004, will travelto the last planet
of the solar system yet to be visited and studied by a robotic
spacecraft, and possibly continue on an extended mission to
study the remnants from the creation of the solar system found
within the Kuiper Belt. Solar Probe, with a planned launch in
February 2007, will travel into the heart of the solar system, at
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three solar radii from the “surface” of the Sun, to study the
structure of the corona as well as the source and mechanisms
for the creation and acceleration of the Solar Wind.
In order to ensure success of each of these missions, under
stringent mass, power,and cost constraints, the Outer Planets
/ Solar Probe Project will rely heavily on several new technologies. Many of these technologies are currently being developed by the Deep Space System Technology Program‘s
First Delivery Project (otherwise known as X2000) and include: low mass, low power, and radiation hard avionics; an
avionics packaging scheme which utilizes embedded cabling;
a high efficiency, lowmass and low power transponder; a mN
(milli-Newton) thruster and variable liquid regulator; and a
unified flight and ground system software core and architecture. These and other mission-specific technologies will not
only enable the Outer Planet / Solar Probe missions, but also
provide the foundation upon whichtechnology is to bedeveloped for missions well into the future.
This paper summarizes each of the Outer Planet Solar Probe
missions, including the science objectives, mission description, and current spacecraft concepts. The commonalities be-

tween these three missions and their reliance on the X2000
project, as well as the mission specific technology developments required for each mission, are also discussed.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Early in the next century,the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) will launchthe first set of missions in an ongoing program to study the solar system. As part of the NASA Origins
initiative, these missions will search for clues into theorigins
and development of the solar system as well as life here on
Earth and possibly elsewhere. The Outer Planets / Solar Probe
(OP/SP) Project is comprised of this first set of missions:
Europa Orbiter, currently planned
to launch in November 2003;
Pluto-Kuiper Express, in December 2004; and Solar Probe, in
February 2007. These missions, as well as the technology development required enable
to
their success, including low mass,
low power, and lowcost spacecraft components, will set the
standards for deep space exploration well into the future.
Of course, many final decisions have yet to be made on the
mission implementation and spacecraft design. Many trades
and analyses are still on-going and have yet to be completed.
Several key review and decision processes are also yet to be
completed, including the environmental impact process. What
is described here is the current (October 1998) proposed
baseline design.

2. PROJECT
OVERVIEW
The Outer Planets / Solar Probe (OP/SP) Project was established in early 1998 as the first flight project in an ongoing
Outer Planets / Solar Probe Exploration Program within
NASA, This purpose of this program is to enable deep-space
exploration by driving technology development and sharing
cost among several missions. Spacecraft, launch systems, and
mission operations costs must all fit within the budget of a
single program, thus encouraging system level and program
wide (between multiple missions) trades to minimize costs.
The current plan of the OP/SP Program is to launch a mission
roughly every 2 years (on average), beginning in 2003.
The OP/SP Project is the continuation of the Ice and Fire
Preprojects, established in
late 1996, and consistsof three very
exciting planetary exploration ventures. These are :
Europa Orbiter mission: place a spacecraft into
Europa orbit and explore Jupiter’s icy moon in
search of a subsurface ocean, and to identify possible landing sites for future missions
Pluto-Kuiper Express mission : reconnaissance
of the onlyplanet in the solar system that has
yet to be visited and possibly objects within the
vast Kuiper Belt beyond Pluto to learn and understand more about the formation of the solar
system
Solar Probe mission : first solar mission to go
inside the stellar corona to increase the under-
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Figure 2.1: Outer Planets / Solar Probe Project Mission Timeline
Much of the new technology required by the OP/SP Project is
being developed by the Deep Space System Technology
Program's (DSSTP) First Delivery Project (otherwise known
as X2000). DSSTP is chartered with continually developing
the next generation of advanced avionics, software, and other
Figure 2.1 shows the current proposed OP/SP mission schednew technologies. From this, current and future missions can
ule. An option to switch the Europa Orbiter and Pluto-Kuiper
draw upon recenttechnology advances and utilize those stateExpress launch dates is still being maintained in the event that
of-the-art spacecraft components which make sense for the
technology development required
for the Europa Orbiter space- individual mission. This minimizes the development costs of
craft is not ready in time.
the individual missions, while improving performance and
minimizing risk.
The program level budget constraint drives the use of common components and technologyacross the different missions. In partnership with the Center for Integrated Space
Although the three OP/SP missions may not appear on the
Microsystems (CISM), a NASA Center of Excellence, X2000
surface to have much in common, they actually share many
will develop advanced avionics which can be utilized by all
similarities. One of these is in the mission design, where the
OP/SP missions, as well as other current and fiture flight
proposed baselines call for each mission to be sent to Jupiter
projects. A summary of the items which X2000 will develop
before ultimately reaching its final destination. (This is disand deliver for use on the OP/SP, and other interested missions, is provided in Table 2.1.
cussed further in the mission description sections below.) Another very important similarity between these missions is the
requirement forlow mass, low power, low cost spacecraft comAnother area in which many missions will benefit, including
ponents. These missions alsospan the entire environment
specthe OP/SP missions, is that of ground and flight data systems.
trum a spacecraft could encounter in flight, including: long
In the past, each individual mission found itself developing a
lifetime and long periods of cruise, severe radiation environflight and ground data system, as well as an operation strategy, which was unique to that mission. Attempts to inherit
ment, and severe thermal environments. Technology which
software and other flight and ground system elements were
can be developed to survive one or all of these environments,
oftentimes greatly hindered by lack of foresight while in dewhile maintaining the low mass, low power,and low cost revelopment phase. Even componemts
if
of these systems were
quirement, is certain to help notonly these missions, but misinherited, the mission would frequently have to make major
sions well into the future.
standing of those processes of the heating and
acceleration of the solar wind and to obtain the
first viewing of the solar poles at a resolution
better than that achieved on Earth

Table 2. I : Scope of Deep Space System Development
Program, First Delivery Project (X2000)

General :
scaleable, modular, long life
rad-hardened designs, parts, & materials
sensodinstrument I/O
Avionics :
computer, local & mass memory
power and pyro switching
power system control
multichip module slice packaging
packaging built into Integrated Avionics
Structure
Mechanical :
Integrated Avionics Structure
thermal design
cabling asappropriate
Flight and Ground Software (MDS) :
operating system
generic auto-navigation, 3-axis attitude
control
generic flightground autonomy
generic flightground science data processing
generic ground command/telemetry
processing and display
Propulsion :
hydrazine microthruster
variable liquid (propellant)regulator
modifications in order to apply them to a new mission-specific task.
This problem is currently being addressed by the DSSTP Mission Data System (MDS) development. Here, an object-oriented approach is being utilized to “generalize” the flight and
ground data system development in order to ease the transition and portability from one mission to the next. By developing common modules, individual missions can customize as
needed, while maintaining the core commonality, thus significantly reducing the development costs.
With the MDS approach, in addition to advances in spacecraft
autonomy, the mission operations aspect of each flight project
can also be simplified. Small teams of people can operate
multiple missions while in cruise. These teams would only be
staffed during critical events and science sequences. Also, by
the use of beacon monitoring (an approach where the spacecraft maintains its current health and simply transmits
statethis
periodically via a beacon; for example: green means “all is
well”, yellow means “I’m fine, but you may want to look at
this later“, and red means “something’s wrong here... you’d
better take a look rightaway”), interaction with the spacecraft
is kept to a minimum. By implementing these techniques, the
mission operationcosts, as well as Deep Space Network (DSN)
coverage costs, are kept to a minimum.

Figure 3.1 :High resolution mosaic of ridges, plains,
mountains, and ice rafts on Europa (JPLINASAlArizona
State University)

3. EUROPA
OR~ITER
One of the greatest unanswered questions that face scientists
and laypersons alike iswhether life exists elsewhere. Whether
it’s in the form of intelligent beings, or merely microscopic
organisms, the fundamental question of the development of
life, any life, beyond what is found on Earth, is a profound
one. With the recent
discovery of life developing in very harsh
environments here on Earth (i.e. around deep ocean volcanic
vents) and possibly evenon Mars during the early years of its
formation, the search for extraterrestrial life need not begin
beyond the solar system.
In December of 1995, the
Galileo spacecraft entered orbit about
Jupiter on a mission to explore the planet itself (which included the release of an atmospheric probe) and its satellite
system.Among thesesatellites is a small body, slightlysmaller
than our own moon,called Europa. This body firstcaught the
interest of scientists as a result of data returned by the Voyager spacecraft as they passed through the Jovian
system. This
data showed a small world covered with a layer of water ice.
As the Galileo spacecraft collected more data on Europa, including high resolution imagery,it became clear that Europa’s
geologic past,and possibly even itspresent, is not a quiet one.
Europa’s surface is covered by areas of disrupted ice rafts,
long cracks and ridges, and terrain which looks as though it
was pulled apart and twisted like pieces of a puzzle (see Figure 3.1). All of these show indications that Europa atone time

in the past,or possibly still even today, possesses
a liquid water
ocean underneath itsouter ice layer.This ocean may possibly
be sustained by internal heat sources and/or volcanism as well
as strong tidal flexing of the moon as it orbits Jupiter. The
presence of silicates on the surface also suggests the rising
and depositing of liquid water andother materials on the surface as well as the possible presence of organic material.Some
scientists believe thatwith the presence of liquid water, a heat
source, and organic material, life very well could have developed on Europa.

Science and MeasurementObjectives
The Europa Orbiter Science Definition Team (SDT) established what is referred to as the category 1A science objectives. These objectives are the minimum set, without which,
the SDT would not recommend support of the mission. These
science objectives for the Europa Orbiter mission are :
Determine the presence or absence of a subsurface ocean.
Characterize the three-dimensional distribution
of any subsurface liquid water and its overlying
ice layers.
Understand the formation of the surface features, including sites of recent or current activity, andidentify candidate sites for future lander
missions.
In order to achieve these science objectives, a set of strawman
(a term used to refer to a preliminary design set) instruments
have also been established. The specific instruments to be
flown to meet these 1A objectives will be determined once
the Europa Science Team is selected sometime in mid-1999.
The strawman set is used to provide direction into the spacecraft configuration and design process. The set of strawman
investigations currently being assumed for the Europa Orbiter
mission are : gravity mapping, laser altimetry, ice penetrating
radar, and imaging.
The selection of the scientific payload and the measurement
requirements directly influence the design of both the mission
and the spacecraft. The harsh environment at Jupiter and the
difficulty of putting a spacecraft into Europa orbit, coupled
with the high levelof excitement and scientific interest in answering the mysteries of Europa, make this one of the most
challenging, and yet exciting, endeavors ever undertaken in
planetary exploration.

Mission Design
The mission design for the Europa Orbiter mission is not a
simple task, particularly when considering the programmatic
and project constraints discussed earlier. Issues which drive

this design include a high Av requirement for getting into
Europa orbit, the high radiation environment at Jupiter which
leads to science mission lifetime constraints, and the requirement to return the science data as soon as possible. Accommodating these while keeping the related mission operations,
launch system, and spacecraft issues in mind, makes for a very
dynamic system design process.
Trajectory- The Europa Orbiter mission is a first in planetary
exploration in many aspects. Among these, this will be the
first time that a spacecraft will beput in orbit about a moon of
another planet. The quickest way toget to Europa would be to
launch from Earth direct to Europa and insert the spacecraft
into orbit. The propulsion system required for this, however,
would beenormous,requiring over 7 km/s of Av or about 6000
kg of propellant. Amore practical approach would beto launch
direct to Jupiter, insert into Jupiter orbit, and then usethe satellites of the Jovian system to pump the spacecraft orbit down
to a point where Europa Orbit insertion is a more manageable
task (see Figure 3.2).
The proposed baseline OPISP schedule has the Europa Orbiter mission launching in November 2003 on a direct trajectory to Jupiter (as shown in Figure 3.2 (a)). These trajectories
are available about every 13 months and result in a flight time
to Jupiter on the order of 3 years. By adjusting the amval date
throughout the 14 day launch period, the launch energy requirement can be kept at a constant 80 km2/s2,while also minimizing the mission Av cost. As the spacecraft approaches Jupiter, a flyby of Ganymede is usedto lower the arrival velocity slightly, thus lowering the Jupiter Orbit Insertion (JOI) Av.
JOI puts the spacecraft into a highly elliptical, roughly 200
day orbit around Jupiter (as shown in Figure 3.2 (b)). A small
Perijove Raise (PJR) maneuver is then used to raise the orbit
perijove in preparation for the Jovian Satellite Tour, which
utilizes multiple flybys of Ganymede, Callisto, and Europa in
order to lower the spacecraft period (as shown in Figure 3.2
(c)). The driving designfactor for the tour is to minimize spacecraft mass by minimizing the Av or propellant requirement,
and thus utilize as much “natural” energy (in the form of gravitational assists) as possible, while also minimizing the flight
time. Up to this point, the spacecraft spends only minimal
periods of time in those regions around Jupiter where the radiation environment issevere. However, as the orbitis pumped
down, the spacecraft begins to spend more time in this environment and the radiation dose becomes an important concern. By the end of the tour, the spacecraft is in resonance
with Europa and begins execute
to
apojove maneuvers inconjunction with Europaflybys to “resonancehop” the orbit down
even further (as shown in Figure 3.2 (d)). This “endgame”
phase will last on the order of 3 months, during which the
spacecraft will receive almost half of its total mission radiation dose. Once in a 5:6 resonance, a maneuver is used toplace
the spacecraft on approach to Europasuch that Jupiter’s third
body effects (a “weak stability” or “fuzzy boundary” approach)
pull the spacecraft into a highly elliptical orbit about Europa.
The spacecraft then executes the Europa Orbit Insertion (EOI)
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Figure 3.2 :Europa Orbiter Trajectory Phases (a - Interplanetary/2003 Direct, b - Jupiter Orbit Insertion and Initial Orbit,
c - Jovian Satellite Tour, d - the “Endgame” and Europa Orbit Insertion)
maneuver to inject into first a slightly elliptical orbit, and then
circularize into the final science orbit.
The most significant result of this trajectory design, other than
the time required from launch to insertion into Europa orbit,
is the Av requirement. This number has a significant impact
on the spacecraft design and has a direct effect on launch system performance requirements. The larger theAv requirement,
the more propellant that must be carried, the larger the propulsion system, the larger the spacecraft mass, and thus the
greater the launch system requirement.Although several techniques are utilized in this design to minimize the Av requirement, the result for the Europa Orbiter mission is still quite
significant. A summary of the current estimate for the Europa
Orbiter mission Av is provided in Table 3.1. The deterministic Av is the total amount o f velocity change required for the
designed trajectory in an ideal world. Statistical Av, on the

other hand, is the Av required to correct for any errors in the
navigation o fthe trajectory, uncertainties the
in spacecraft state,
or in the executionof the deterministic maneuvers, and is used
to insure the spacecraft follows the ideal, or “deterministic”
trajectory as closely as possible.
Science Mission-The nominal science mission for the Europa
Orbiter mission consists ofjust 30 days in orbit about Europa.
This duration is driven by the severe radiation environment
around Jupiter, and its effect on thelifetime of the spacecraft.
The current conceptfor the nominal science orbit at Europa is
near-circular (eccentricity < 0. l), at an altitude of 100-200km
and an inclinationof > 70’. These elements are driven by the
altimetry, radar,and visible imaging requirements. During the
early phase of the science mission, a slightly elliptical orbit
may be used to obtain a gravity map before circularizing into
the final mapping orbit. The purpose o f this is to resolve at-

Table 3. I : Europa Orbiter Mission Av Summary (estimate)

Deterministic
Av ( d s )

Mission Phase
Launch Injection
Clean-up

Statistical
Av ( d s )
15

I

Tour

I

Endgame
Europa Orbit
Insertion
Europa On-orbit
Operations
Reserves
TOTAL
MISSION TOTAL*
* Does

46

565

2

578

20

a4

20

I

2256
I

2448

NOTinclude attitude control propellant

192
I

mospheric effects and higher order gravity terms fromthe radiometric and altimetry data.
The initial science sequence is driven by the gravity mapping
and laser altimetry
experiments,which requirea “quiet” spacecraft. In order to resolve the gravity map to the required accuracy, spacecraft disturbances due to “non-natural” forces (such
as thruster firings, turns, etc.) must be minimized. This means
that during the gravity mapping phase, it may not bepossible
to collect a large amount of radar or visible imaging data.
Each gravity map requires data over one Europa day, which
lasts 3.55 Earth days (which is the same as its orbital period,
since it is tidally locked with Jupiter). Almost half of the entire science mission is accounted for by the initial orbit stabilization and spacecraft checkout period and the desire for three
or four gravity maps. The remainder of the 30 days in Europa
orbit will be dedicated to the radar and visible imaging experiments. Due to the large amount of data collected from the
radar and cameras and the limitations in the downlink data
rate, the amount of time spent collecting data versus the time
required for downlinking the same data is at a ratio of about
2:8. This means that data is collected for 2 orbits and then

Figure 3.3 :Europa Orbiter Science Mission Timeline (example)

downlinked during the next 8 orbits. The downlinking strategy must also account for Europa occultations (once every
orbit for about 45 minutes, depending on altitude and geometry) and Jupiter
occultations(once every Europaday for about
3 hours) of the Earth whichprohibit communications.
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An example of a science mission timeline is shown in Figure
3.3. It islikely that some science data will be collected before
the spacecraft is inserted into Europa orbit, particularly radar
and imaging during the tour and endgame flybys of Europa
(and possibly even other Jovian satellites). This will provide
time to calibrate and testinstruments, but should also result in
useful scientific data.
Launch System- The selection of a launch system for the
Europa Orbiter mission is driven by several issues, including
spacecraft mass, launch energy requirements, safety, reliability, and available budget. Due to the high launch energy requirement (driven by the direct interplanetary trajectory) and
large spacecraft mass (driven by the propulsion system and
large Av requirement), the proposed launch system for use as
a baseline for the current spacecraft and mission design is the
Space Shuttle (STS or Space Transportation System). The STS
would carry the spacecraft along with an IUS (Inertial Upper
Stage) and a Star-48V kick stage into orbit for release and
injection onto the direct interplanetary transfer.

Spacecraft Design
.
Figure 3.4 shows the current proposed baseline of the Europa
Orbiter spacecraft design and configurationconcept and highlights some of the key
systems and components.The total flight
system injectedmass (including launch vehicle adapter) is currently estimated at around 1000 kg. Figure 3.5 shows the ap-
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Breakdown
proximate flight system mass distribution of the current design. It is easy to see the impact of the large Av requirement
on the Europa Orbiter spacecraft. Half of the total injected
wet mass consists of propellant. Add to that the required propulsion system dry mass, and over 60% of the total flight system injected mass has been accounted for. This is not a favorable mass fraction, but isthe result of a large Av requirement.
The importance of utilizing low mass components now becomes even more significant when one considers that for every kilogram of dry spacecraft mass, approximately another 2
kilograms of propellant must be-canied.
The remainder of thespacecraft relies heavily on technology
being developed by the X2000 project. Much of the electronics on board the spacecraft will make use of the rnulti-chip
module (MCM) concept. Spacecraft avionics, including the
flight computers, memory, power and pyro control, propulsion valve drivers, etc., are packaged on a “slice”. Up to 24 of
these slices can then be put together into a “stack” or “loaf’.
The avionics interfaces throughout the spacecraftbewill
maintained by a high-rate data bus (1394) and a low-rate data bus
(IT).
A driver in the design anddevelopment of many components
being used for the
Europa Orbiter mission isthe Jupiter radiation environment.Because of the severity of this environment,
the design requirement for all spacecraft components is to be
able to survive a radiation dose of 4 Mrad (behind 100 mils of
aluminum).A great deal of time and resources have been, and
continue to be expended in searching out and in developing
high radiation tolerance parts for avionics as well as other
spacecraft components, including optics. However,
not all components used in the final design will be rad-hard(particularly
in the case of the nonvolatile memory). Additional shielding
will then need to be added to protect these components from

the radiation environment. It is obvious that there is a great
desire to minimize thisadditional shielding mass. This shielding is “dead mass”. It serves no useful purpose other than to
protect those rad-softparts and, as a consequence of the added
mass, forces the spacecraft to cany additional propellant.
Mass is not the only critical resource on the Europa Orbiter
spacecraft. Power is another resource which must be
managed
carefully. Although the spacecraft makes use of the lowest
power components available which can do the job, sufficient
power must be provided during the entire mission to support
all spacecraft operations,particularly the science mission. Due
to the distance from the Sun during this time, the frequent
solar occultations by Europa (once per orbit) and by Jupiter
(once per Europa day), the spacecraft must be supplied with
continuous power. Although the final design decisions have
not yet been made, the current proposed baseline makes use
of the Advanced Radioisotope Power Source ( A R P S ) . Together, two of these provide the spacecraft with approximately
200 W by the end of mission (which is about one fourth of
what is required for the Cassini spacecraft). A secondary battery may also be used to compensate for short duration andor
transient power loads.
Communicationsto and fromthe spacecraft will be at X-band.
The telecommunications subsystem consists of a 2 m High
Gain Antenna (HGA), the Small Deep Space Transponder
(SDST), an X-band Solid State Power Amplifier (X-SSPA),
and supporting equipment. A Medium Gain Antenna (MGA),
which will make use of an articulating mirror to steer the radio beam, will be used for the gravity mapping phase of the
Europa Orbiter science mission in order to maintain a communications link for acquiring tracking data. Downlinking of
other science and engineering data will be accomplished by
turning the spacecraft so that the HGA points at Earth. The
HGA provides the added benefit of acting as a solar shade to
the spacecraft while it is still within the inner solar system.
The October 1998 baseline design for the propulsion subsystem consists of a two tank,dual-mode system. A bi-propellant main engine, with a thrust on the order of 450N and an
Isp of around 325 sec., will be used for all deterministic as
well as the larger statisticalmaneuvers. Additional 22
N monopropellant thrusters (which utilize the same hydrazine as the
bi-propellant main engine) are used for the smaller statistical
maneuvers as well as for thrustvector control during the main
engine bums. These thrusters will also provide roll control
during the Star-48V kick stage bum at launch. Management
of the propellant to the thrusters will be controlled by a Variable Liquid Regulator (VLR) developed by X2000. This component will provide better feedback between upstream pressure in the propellant tanks and downstream pressure at the
thruster or engine, thus providing enhanced performance.
Attitude determination is accomplished using a sun sensor,
star tracker, and an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). The

sun sensor will provide initial and emergency, coarse attitude
determination,while thestar tracker will provide more refined
attitude determination.The IMU package includes gyros which
will provide3-axis propagation of attitude whenever turn rates
exceed the capability of the star tracker. The IMU also includes a single axis accelerometer that will be used to timecutoff spacecraft main engine bums. Fine attitude control will
be performed using three Reaction Wheels (RWs). There is
one spare wheel that will be mounted so that it can compensate for the loss of any of the other three wheels. Coarse control, as well as momentum dumping of the RWs, will be performed using the 22 N thrusters.
As discussed earlier, the actual science payload for the Europa
Orbiter mission will notbe selected until mid- 1999. Currently,
a strawman payload is being used to assist in the early spacecraft design phase. This consists of a wide angle camera, a
narrow angle camera, a laser altimeter, and an ice penetrating
radar. Allof the optical instruments will be packaged together
and mounted to the spacecraft, along with the radar antenna
which is deployed after launch. The science instrument electronics may utilize the MCM concept from X2000 and,therefore, could bepackaged along with the spacecraft avionics.
The main spacecraft bus consists of 4 main structural panels
and 4 smaller connector panels. These composite panels will
also be developed by X2000, and not only provide structure
for mounting the avionics and other equipment, but also consist of embedded cabling to provide cleaner connections between the avionics components themselves as well as to the
rest of the spacecraft. The electronics are all housed within
this bus structure in an attempt to provide additional radiation shielding. The optical instruments and trackers, antenna,
RWs, and thermal control components (i.e. louvers) are
mounted to the exterior of the bus structure. Support is also
provided by the propulsion system structure, which houses
the propellant tanks, and provides mounting for the Helium
pressurant tanks, the ARPSs, the main engine, the thruster clusters, the radar antenna, etc. Thermal control of the spacecraft,
including the propulsion system, is currently planned to be
provided solely by waste heat from the power sources, with
the exception of the thruster
clusters where the lines and thrusters themselves may be kept warm by use of small Radioisotope Heater Units (RHUS).
The entire spacecraft is then integrated to the launch system
by way of the launch vehicle adapter. This will provide the
mechanical and electrical
interface and provide the proper load
path from the launch system to the spacecraft.
As discussed earlier, the Europa Orbiter mission, as well as
the other OP/SP missions, will make use of the new ground
and flight data system development by MDS, which will further lower development costs. Utilizing MDS will also allow
for minimizationof mission operations costs by the sharing of
resources across multiple missions.

4. PLUTO-KUIPER
EXPRESS
In late January 1030,a 23 year old astronomer by the nameof
Clyde Tombaugh, using a new “super camera” at the Lowell
Observatory and feeling increased pressure for finding the
mysterious “Planet X”, began photographing the constellation Gemini. At about 4:OO PM Mountain Time on February
18th, using two photographic plates taken on January 23rd
and 29th anda technique called “blinking”, Clyde Tombaugh
became thediscoverer of the ninth planet of our solar system,
Pluto. Pluto’s companion, Charon (at over half the radius of
Pluto itself, the largest satellite relative to its planet in the solar system), was later discovered
by James Christyin July 1978.
To this day, this“twin system” still remains quite mysterious.

Beyond Pluto lies the Kuiper Belt, which contains the remnants of the solar system formation and is thought to be the
reservoir for the short period comets. Closer examination of
the Pluto system, as well as possibly some of these Kuiper
objects, will certainly provide valuable insight into the origin
and development of the solar system, as well as other planetary systems about other stars.
At a 17’ inclination to the ecliptic, Pluto follows a very eccentric 248 year orbit spending about 20 years (around perihelion) inside the orbit of Neptune. There has been much debate as to whether Pluto is actually a planet, or just a very
large Kuiper object, or even a lost moon of Neptune. Either
way, the PlutoICharon system has eluded the scrutiny of scientists since its discovery. Ground based observations have
provided a great deal of information(particularly observations
of mutual events), but have been somewhat limited due to
weather and atmospheric interference as well as the sheer distance between Earth and Pluto. Currently, this distance is on
the order of 30 A.U. (Astronomical Unit; the average distance
between the Sun and the Earth). In recent years, the Hubble
Space Telescope has begun to open the door to Pluto (see Figure 4.1). However, even with this new data, there still remain

many unknowns about this rogue planetary system, some of
which can only beanswered by visiting thesystem and studying both Pluto and Charon up close. Pluto remains the only
planet in the solar system yet to be visited and studied by a
spacecraft. This is about to change.

Science and MeasurementObjective
The Pluto SDT has established a set of category 1A science
objectives for the first reconnaissance mission to the Pluto/
Charon system. These are :
Characterize global geology and morphology of
Pluto and Charon.
Surface composition mapping.
Characterize the neutral atmosphere and its escape rate.
A driver in meeting these science objectives is the Pluto arrival date. Pluto has an atmosphere which, as Pluto moves
away fromthe Sun, eventually condenses completely onto the
surface. If the spacecraft arrives after this occurs, the 1A science objectives cannot be met. It is estimated that this atmospheric collapse would occur sometime between 201 5 and
2025.
As with Europa Orbiter, a corresponding set of strawman instruments have been assumed for the Pluto-Kuiper Express
(PKE) mission to help in the early spacecraft and mission design phase. These will also be finalized in late- 1999 when the
PKE Science Team and actual flight experiments have been
formally selected. The strawman investigations for the PKE
mission include: visible imaging, infrared(IR) mapping spectroscopy, ultraviolet (UV) spectroscopy, and a radio science
occultation experiment.

Meeting these measurement
objectives will bea real challenge.
Unlike the Europa Orbiter mission, Pluto-Kuiper Express is a
fast flyby through the Pluto/Charon system. The spacecraft
observations of the system will exceed the best Hubble images when the spacecraft is still weeks from the encounter.
The encounter scenario in which the primary science is to be
collected is on the order of 5 hours, during which all science
data required to meet the 1A science objectives must be collected .

Mission Design
As with Europa Orbiter, the Pluto-Kuiper Express mission
design is also driven by flight time and launch system capability. Pluto sits at the edge of our solar system, not within
easy reach. Many trajectory options are available, between
direct to Pluto, and those utilizing single or multiple planetary
gravity assists. Given the fact that any choice will likely result
in a relatively long flight time to Pluto, the hope is to minimize this effect while at the same time minimizing both the
launch energy and mission Av (and, thus, spacecraft mass)
requirements.

Trajectoty- The current OP/SP timeline shows launch of the
Pluto-Kuiper Express mission in December 2004 (see Figure
2.1). This launch opportunity utilizes a Jupiter Gravity Assist
(JGA) trajectory (see Figure 4.2) which provides the best trade
between flight time, mission Av (or spacecraft mass), and the
launch system requirements. Because
of the geometric requirement betweenEarth, Jupiter, and Pluto for these types of trajectories, the JGA opportunity is only available in 2003 and
2004, and then not again until 2015. The launch energy requirement for the 2004 JGA trajectory (including a 14 day
launch period) is onthe order of 142 km2/s2(with a minimum
at about 138 kmz/s2).These trajectories use the same EarthJupiter opportunities as the Europa Orbiter direct trajectory,
thus providing an added flexibility to switch the Europa Orbiter and Pluto-Kuiper Express launch dates, if problems in
developmentof Europa Orbiter spacecraft technology or other
difficulties arise.
A significant advantage of the JGA trajectory for the PlutoKuiper Express mission is that it requires no deterministic Av.
The only Av requirements are statistical and used for such
things as launch injection error correction and trajectory correction, including flyby targeting. Another advantage is the
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Figure 4.2 :Pluto-Kuiper Express Trajectory - 2004 Jupiter Gravity Assist

flexibility it provides in the spacecraft design. A clear trade
between the flight time to Pluto and the spacecraft mass can
be used. This is done using a relationship in which the flight
system mass is translated into a maximum possible launch
energy, given a specific launch system, which in turn determines the flight time to Pluto. The current spacecraft design
results in a system mass which would allow
for an 8 year flight
time to Pluto for the 2004 JGA opportunity.

Science Mission- As mentioned earlier, the science encounter
for the Pluto-Kuiper Express mission is relatively short, compared to the longflight time required to reach Pluto. With the
spacecraft traveling at over 18 km/s, the encounter with the
Pluto/Charon system takes place in the span of about 5 hours.
(This does not include far encounter science data collection,
including possibly optical navigation images, which may begin as early as days to weeks before closest approach.) Because of the short encounter time, many activities must take
place concurrently and the spacecraft must be designed to accommodatecollecting all required science data during thistime

Science Activity

I

period. Imaging of both Pluto and Charon's surface is driven
by visibility and phase angle constraints. The UV and radio
science experiments rely on solar and Earth occultations. The
timing sequence of these science (as well as engineering)
events is critical, given the short encounter time. The spacecraft must also execute the entire encounter autonomously,
since the one-way lighttime between the spacecraft and Earth
will be over 4 hours. An example of a science data collection
sequence and the flyby geometry for a representative Pluto/
Charon encounter is provided in Figure 4.3.
Once the Pluto/Charon encounter has been completed, all science data and engineering telemetry must be downlinked back
to Earth. Due to the large data volume and the distance between thespacecraft and Earth, this is expected to take on the
order of several weeks to possibly months. This downlink time
will be driven by the spacecraft telecommunications system
design as well as the availability of the DSN resources (Le.
34m vs. 70mantenna availability).
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Figure 4.3 :Example of a Pluto-Kuiper Express Science Encounter (top - science activity timeline, bottom - flyby geometry)
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Launch Sysfem- As with the Europa Orbiter mission, the launch
system selection for the Pluto-Kuiper Express mission
is driven
not only by spacecraft and mission constraints, but also programmatic considerations. As mentioned earlier, the launch
Shie
2
system capability requirement stems directly from the desired
flight time. This, in tum, provides the maximum spacecraft
system mass allowable. Another way to lookat it is given the
spacecraft system mass, the launch system requirement is determined, and thus the flight time to Pluto.
The proposed PKE launch system concept includes two possibilities: the STS/IUS/Star-48V (the same launch system being used for the Europa Orbiter baseline), and an expendable
launch vehicle (ELV) of Delta I11 “class”, with a Star-48V
kick stage. With the current spacecraft system design, each of
these launch systems provides sufficient performance for an 8
year flight time to Pluto. The Space Shuttle option provides
sufficient injected mass margin for this trajectory, and allows
for added flexibility in spacecraft mass without significant impact to the flight time. Another added benefit is that this option is, in fact,
identical launch system, and thus provides very
similar launch system interfaces, as that currently baselined
for the Europa Orbiter mission. The ELV options do provide
for an 8 year flight time with the current spacecraft mass.
However, they do not provide as much performance margin
as the Space Shuttle option and any significant increase in the
spacecraft mass would quickly impact the flight time to Pluto.

Spacecraft Design
The Pluto-Kuiper Expressspacecraftdesign shares a great deal
of similarity with the Europa Orbiter spacecraft. Figure 4.4
shows the proposed baseline PKE spacecraft design concept
and highlights some of the key systems and components. The
current estimate for the total spacecraft flight system mass
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Figure 4.4 :Pluto-Kuiper Express Spacecraft Concept
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(including launch vehicle adapter) is about 235 kg.Figure 4.5
shows the approximate mass breakdown for this baseline design.
The first noticeable similarity between the PKE and Europa
Orbiter spacecraft is that they both use the same basic bus
structure design. The current proposed baseline design of this
spacecraft focuses on using as much of the Europa Orbiter
design as possible. This includes the avionics and telecommunications subsystems (except for the elimination of the
MGA components and the possible addition of a low gain antenna for emergency communication between Earth and Jupiter), and the same A R P S power source (2 of which will provide over 180 W ofpower at Pluto). Since many of these components will bedeveloped for the Europa mission, Pluto could
simply use copies of these at recurring cost. The Pluto mission does not require same
the radiation toleranceas the Europa
Orbiter mission, but that does not mean that the PKE spacecraft cannot make use of these components. Since the spacecraft is only spending a short period of time in the Jovian system during the Jupiter gravity assist, additional radiation shielding for most avionics (except possibly for memory) may not
be required, whichis an added advantage in lowering
the spacecraft mass (and thus, the flight time toPluto given the baseline
launch system). In addition, the PKE mission and spacecraft
will make useof the same MDS flight and ground system as
the Europa Orbiter mission which will enable the common
mission operations approach discussed earlier. The PKE spacecraft can also make use of further software improvements,
which come about during the flight itself, by utilizing the flexibility MDS provides.
The Pluto-Kuiper Expressattitude control systemis somewhat
different from that of theEuropa Orbiter spacecraft. The current design does utilize the same 22 N roll control thrusters
for the Star-48V bum. However, the Pluto spacecraft attitude
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instruments can properly collect all of the science data.

different star trackers. For the Europa Orbiter mission, the
design of the star tracker is driven by the radiation environment. It is possible that the PKE mission can make use of
much simpler, off-the-shelf equipment to gain the required
performance.
The most noticeable difference between the two spacecraft
designs is in the propulsion system. Since the Pluto-Kuiper
Express mission does not have the same tremendous Av requirement thatthe Europa Orbiterspacecraft must accommodate, only a small mono-propellant propulsion system is required. The PKE mission Av requirement canbe accomodated
using a single, hydrazine tank and the attitude control thrusters.
Another obvious difference in the Europa Orbiter and PlutoKuiper Expressspacecraft is in the science payload.The PKE
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All In all, as mentioned earlier, the Pluto-Kuiper Express spacecraft design is centered on making use of as much from the
Europa Orbiter spacecraft as possible; from the component
level to entire subsystems. Withthis approach, many components can be purchased at recurringcost, thus, the spacecraft
development costsare kept at a minimum.This, however, will
not increase risk or compromise performance of the PKE
spacecraft or mission.

5. SOLAR
PROBE
The Sun has always been a key central theme in human soci-

Figure) 5. I . Composlte of 12 solar images showing the variability o f the Sun through a portion of the solar cycle; taken at 90
day Interval by the Yohkoh spacecraft w n g an x-ray imager (ISAS/NASA)
'

ety, religion,and science. The Sun is the mostprominent feature of the solar system (containing approximately 98% of the
total solar system mass) andhas always been an object of deep
interest to science. Its origin holds the key not only to the
formation of the solar system, but to the orgin and sustenance
of life here on Earth. Its future, and ultimate demise, will directly impact Earth, as well as all life as we now know it. The
importance of understanding the Sun’s past, present, and hture, and thelevel at which itinteracts and influences life here
on Earth cannot be overstated.
There has been, and continues to be, a great deal of research
on the Sun, including both ground based observation as well
as space based exploration. Due to the harsh environment in
close proximity to the Sun, this work has been limited to relatively distant observations. These have provided a great deal
of information about structure of the Sun and its behavior during the roughly 1 1 year solar cycle (see Figure 5.1). The Mariner 10 spacecraft, during its flybys of Mercury, came to within
50 million kilometers of the Sun. Some of the Pioneer missions (Pioneer 5,6,7,8, and 9) studied the interplanetarymagnetic field, the Sun, and the solar wind from Solar orbits, but
kept their distance, getting no closer that 0.8 A.U. Helios 1
and 2 also studied the Sun from solar orbit, with closest approach of under 45 million kilometers (0.3 A.U.). Earth orbiting observations of the Sun have included Skylab, Helios
1A and lB, the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM), and
theYohkoh spacecraft. The Ulysses spacecraft, which is currently studying the Sun in a heliocentric polar orbit, has a perihelion of 1.3 A.U. The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory
(SOHO) studies the Sun from a halo orbit about the L1
Lagrange point (just inside the Earth’s orbit). The Transition
Region and Coronal Explorer (TRACE) is currently in sunsynchronous Earth orbit. These are providing critical scientific data on the composition, structure, and behavior of the
Sun, and very importantly, its influence on the Earth. Everything from the solar flux of energy and particles, to sunspots,
solar flares, and solar storm activity, have a direct influence
on modem day society; from impacts on Earth-orbiting communications networks down to ultraviolet radiation which is
used in hope of finding the perfect tan. However, even with
the knowledge currently in hand, the Sun still holds many
mysteries which the Solar Probe mission plans to address.

Science and MeasurementObjective
The Solar Probe SDT has also established a set of primary 1A
science objectives for this mission. They include :
Determine the acceleration processes and find
the source regions of the fast and slow solar
wind at maximum and minimum solar activity.
Locate the source and trace the flow of energy
that heats the corona.
Construct the three-dimensional density configu-

ration frompole to pole; and determine the subsurface flow pattern, the structure of the polar
magnetic field, and its relationshipwith the overlying corona.
Identify the acceleration mechanisms and locate
the source regions of energetic particles, and determine the role of plasma turbulence in the production of solar wind andenergetic particles.
As with the other OP/SP missions, these objectives provide
guidance on establishing a strawman set of instruments or
experiments to be used for the early spacecraft and mission
design phase. For the Solar Probe mission, these include insitu experiments such as : solar wind composition spectrometry, fast solar wind plasma analysis, a plasma wave sensor,
magnetometry, and energetic particle composition spectrometry; as well as remote sensing experiments such as : visible
imaging, extreme ultraviolet (EUV) or x-ray imaging, and all
sky, 3D coronagraph(white-light) imaging. This strawman set
of experiments is used to help in the early design phase of
both the mission and spacecraft. These will also be finalized
in early-2000 when a formal selection of the science team and
investigations is made.
As with the Pluto-Kuiper Express mission, the Solar Probe
science encounter is relatively short in duration. Although some
science will be collected much earlier, key science data is collected during a matter of hours around closest approach, while
the spacecraft is traveling about 300 km/s. Therefore, a great
deal of coordination between science data collection and the
downlinking of that data will be required.

Mission Design
The Solar Probe mission design utilizes some known techniques, as well as some firsts, to guarantee the proper delivery
of the spacecraft and allow for the required science data gathering. Getting to the Sun is no easy matter.To launch directly
from Earth at the Sun would require an enormous amount of
energy; over 20 km/s of Av. The Solar Probe mission design
must, therefore, find the best tradebetween the launchenergy
requirement, the deterministic Av cost, and the flighttime.
Trajectory- As with theEuropa Orbiter and Pluto-Kuiper Express missions, the Solar Probe mission also plans ongoing to
Jupiter first. The proposed baseline calls for the Solar Probe
mission tobe launched in February 2007 (see Figure 2.1) on a
JGA trajectory (see Figure 5.2). The launch energy requirement for this trajectory (including a 14 day launch period) is
on theorder of 1 12 km’/s2 (with a minimum at about108 k m 2 /
s2). These mission opportunities also exist about every 13
months. As with the PKE mission, this trajectory also provides the added benefitof no deterministic Av requirement.
The difference between the Solar Probe and thePluto-Kuiper
Express JGA trajectories is that in the case of Solar Probe,
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Figure 5.2 :Solar Probe JGA Trajectory (wth 2 perihelion passes)
Jupiter actually takes energy away from the spacecraft (a “reverse’’ gravity assist) in order to allow the spacecraft to fall
back in towards the Sun. Inaddition, Jupiter also changes the
trajectory inclination be
to 90” with respectto the ecliptic plane.
The desired perihelion distance is just4 Rs (solar radii; 1 Rs
equals 696000 km). This means that at closest approach, the
spacecraft will be just over 2 million kilometers above the
Sun’s “surface”. This environment is comparable to what it
would be like at Earth if the Sun were 3000 times more intense.
At the first perihelion, the angle between the Sun, the spacecraft, and the Earth is 90” (within some allowable tolerance).
This geometry is referred to as quadrature and allows for realtime downlinking of science data using the hybrid heat shield
I high gain antenna. The trajectory is also designed so that the
Earth, while inquadrature, is inthe direction of the spacecraft
trajectory south pole. The spacecraft, as viewed from Earth,
will thenpass over the north polar region of the Sun, moving
left to right, cross the ecliptic at perihelion moving down, and
then pass the south polar region of the Sun moving right to
left. This geometry is desired so that ground (and other space)
based observations of solar activity can be coordinated and
compared with the spacecraft observations. A longitude on
the Sun can first be observed and studied from Earth shortly
before that same longitude rotates under the spacecraft as it
passes through perihelion.

orbit), and brings the spacecraft back for a second solar pass
about 4.25 years later, when the Sun is near solar minimum.
The quadrature condition is not enforced for the second pass,
so all science data will be collected and stored on board for
later playback. The accomodation of multiple passes, therefore, becomes more an issue of spacecraft lifetime and survivability than of mission design.
Science Mission- Table 5.1 summarizes the activities which
take place during the science acquisition phases and Figure
5.3 shows a representation of the first perihelion pass as seen
from Earth. During the far encounter phase (beginning about
10 days out fromperihelion),primary science data is collected.
The critical science sequence begins at approximately one and
a half days out, continues through perihelion, and ends between about the8 solar radii passage to one day after closest
approach. During the fist perihelion pass, science data will be
downlinked in real-time, as well as stored on board for
downlinking after the critical sequence, to ensure receipt.
Some variations in the actual science sequence and/or data
collected for the second perihelion pass may be possible as a
result of information obtained from the first pass. By this time,
the ground should have received all data from the firstscience
encounter and had enough time to analyze this data for coordination with the secondpass requirement. However, it is anticipated that mostof the science itself will be identical to the
first pass, due to requirement for data during both solar maximum and solar minimum.

The proposed launch date results in a first perihelion passage
during solar maximum. Because of higher spacecraft safety
Launch System- The launch system for the Solar Probe misrisk during this pass (from solar flares, etc.), the requirement
sion is selected in much the same way as it is for the Europa
for real-time downlinking of science data is essentiaLThis orOrbiter and Pluto-Kuiper Express missions; by trading spacebit then sends the spacecraft out to aphelion (at around Jupiter’s

Table 5.1 : Solar Probe Mission Phase and Science Data Collection Summary (example)

PHASE
Launch
Cruise 1
JGA
Cruise 2

TIMEFRAME
Feb 2007 to L+30d
L+30d to JGA-9Od
June 2008
JGA+SOd to P130d

P1+35h to Pl+lOd

DESCRIPTION
Launch and related activities
Earth to Jupitercmise
Jupiter Gravity A s 4 3
Jupiter to Perihelion 1 cruise
From about 0.5 A.U. to about 0.35 A.U.
Helioseismology, magnetograph, coronograph, UV
images, fields & particles
From about 0.35 A.U. to about 7-8 Rs
high resolution movies of granulation and super
granulation, coronagraph, fields & particles
Perihelion 1 in October 2010 (with quadrature)
high resolution fields& particles, high resolution imaging,
real-time playback
fields and particles, high resolution imaging, begin
downlinldng of data
fieldsand particles, high resolution imaging, possible
helioseismology, contiue downlinldng data

P1+30d to P2-30d

Cruise from PI to aphelion to P2

P2-1Od to PI-35h

same sciencea s PI

P2-35h to P2+35h

Perihelion 2 in January 2015 (no quadrature)
Same science a s p1

Begin
Primary
Science

pq-lod to p1-35h

Begin P1 Critical
Data Aquisition

PI-35h to P1-8h
PI-7h to P1+7h

End PI Critical Data
Aquisition
End PI Primary
Science
Cnrise 3
Begin P2 Primary
Science
Begin P2 Critical
Data Aquisition
End P2 Primary
Science
Playback

P1+7h to P1+35h

I

I

P2+35h to P2+10d
P2+106h to EOM

I

I

Same science a s p 1
Playbackof all data during Perihelion pass
2

Figure 5.3 :Solar Probe Perihelion Trajectory as seen from Earth (first pass only)

craft mass with launch system performance and cost. However, in the case of Solar Probe, the flexibility in changing the
flight time using the JGA trajectory does not exist as it does
for the PKE mission. Here,
the launch energyrequired to reach
Jupiter with a velocity such that Jupiter’s “reverse” gravity
assist sends the spacecraft back towards the Sun is a relatively
constant value (although small variations due to the eccentricity of Earth and Jupiter’s orbit do exist). This means that
the launch system selection is based on finding a vehicle with
sufficient lift performance given the Solar Probe spacecraft
system mass, which also fits within the project funding constraints. For the Solar Probe mission, the current proposed
baseline launch system is an ELV, Delta I11 “class”, with a
Star-48V kick stage. A launch vehicle of this class should be
able to provide sufficient performance (with margin) for the
Solar Probe mission. If the Pluto-Kuiper Express mission also
utilizes the ELV option, this would mean that identical launch
systems, as well as very similar launch system interfaces,
would be used for these two missions.

spacecraft Design
The Solar Probe spacecraft design also makes use of many of
the same components as the Europa Orbiter and Pluto-Kuiper
Express spacecraft. However, a striking difference is in the
spacecraft configuration. Figure 5.4 shows the proposed
baseline Solar Probe spacecraft concept. This configuration is
driven by the mission design and solar environment that the
spacecraft will encounter. The current best estimate for the
total Solar Probe flight system mass is about 245 kg. Figure
5.5 shows the approximate mass breakdown for the current
Solar Probe spacecraft design.
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Breakdown

The most unique characteristic of the Solar Probe spacecraft
is the hybrid heat shield / HGA. This carbon-carbon structure
serves as both a sun shade during the perihelion pass as well
as the primary communications antenna. The design of this
structure is driven by the quadrature requirement, thus allowing for real-time downlinking of data as well as spacecraft
protection at during the first perihelion pass.
The Solar Probe spacecraft configuration must now accommodate fitting everything within the umbra. Although the bus
structure itself looks quite different, the current proposed
baseline uses the same avionics, telecommunicationelectronics, power source, etc., as the Europa Orbiter and Pluto-Kuiper
Express spacecraft. It is also possible that many of the same
attitude determination and control and propulsion
system components used for the P I E spacecraft can also be used in the
Solar Probe design.
The propulsion requirements are very similar betweenthe two missions. The requirement for active attitude control to maintain the proper heat shield pointing may
be satisfied by the PKE design, however, this remains under
investigation. The Solar Probe mission will also make use of
the continued MDS and mission operations development, and
will benefit greatly
fiom the lessons learned through
the implementation of this approach on theother OP/SP missions.
Again, the science instrumentation on the Solar Probe spacecraft will be unique. The visible imager, visiblecoronagraph,
and EUVix-ray imager, will be located inside the spacecraft
bus, with field of view made available through tubes which
lead to holes in the heat
shield / HGA. The plasma instruments are currently mounted on an assembly which extends
outside of the umbra, thus, the heat protection issue must be
addressed by the individual instrument package design. The
fields and particles instruments are located as an integrated
package on a long, extendible boom behind thespacecraft. By
retracting and extending the boom as the umbra gets shorter
as the spacecraft approaches the Sun, and longeras the space-

craft moves away, this designallows the instruments to have
the best field of view around the spacecraft during the entire
encounter. Keep in mind, however, that this design incorporates only the strawman payload. Once the final science investigations are selected, the spacecraft design andconfiguration will have to be reassessed to insure compatibility.
By attempting to maximize the commonalitybetween all three
spacecraft, the hope is that development and manufacturing
costs are minimized. The impact of this approach on the Solar
Probe spacecraft design is not well known at this time. Due to
the much later launch date, most of the focus has been on the
Europa Orbiter and Pluto-Kuiper Express spacecraft design,
particularly in light of the continued requirement to accommodate either mission launching in November 2003. Once
these designs are understood more completely, focus will be
turned to Solar Probe and how to incorporate as much commonality as possible.

6. SUMMARY
The Outer Planets / Solar Probe Project is certainly a very
challenging, yet very exciting venture. The days of single,
dedicated flight projects, spending several hundreds of million to billions of dollars to develop large, highly uniquespacecraft, are at a close. Although each OP/SP mission may consists of its own unique scientific and mission characteristics,
the similarities between the Europa Orbiter, Pluto-Kuiper Express, and Solar Probe missions will be used to the project’s
advantage. Each mission, by focusing on the highest priority
science objectives, will attempt to solve a different piece of
the mystery surrounding the origin and formation of the solar
system and life within it. From the heart of the solar system,
the Sun, to the far reaches, Pluto and beyond in the Kuiper
Belt, to the search for a suitable environment for extraterrestrial life beneath the surface of the icyJovian world of Europa,
the extreme environments these spacecraft must face will certainly push technology to the limits.
By sharing many of the same avionics and other spacecraft
components, the OP/SP project will keep technology development, as well as recurring costs, low. As three missions in
one flight project, which is part of an even larger exploration
program, system level as well as project and program level
trades can be carried out toshare both risk and cost across all
of the missions. The X2000 project will continue working towards a solution to ensure that state-of-the-art, low mass, low
power, and low cost technologies are available for these and
future missions. The MDS will revolutionize the approach to
flight and ground system development as well as mission operation requirements. High commonality even exists in the
launch systems under consideration for these three missions.
The need for unique development in certain areas may always
exist. After all, space exploration is based on the premise of
discovery and doing those things that have yet to be done.
However, by relying on a central development in those areas
of which every mission can make use, and by focusing on

continually improving that central technology base, every mission canbenefit, not only by getting the best of what is available, but also by getting it for a lower cost.
Only by working together, as missions in a project, as projects
in a program, and as individual programs working towards a
common strategic plan, will future space exploration and the
continued search into the unknown truly flourish.
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